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Chicago's look, feel inspire planners: Congress for New Urbanism annual conference: "We once knew quite well how to shape cities. Now we are learning once again." - Chicago Tribune

London: Next City of the Sky? London architects and developers are pushing to remake the city's profile, much to the chagrin of conservation groups and locals. - Foster; Rogers; Piano; Shuttleworth; Grimshaw; Herzog & de Meuron; John Pedersen Fox - New York Times

Not Your Grandma's Garden Festival: In Sonoma Valley, Chris Hougie Creates A Gallery of Gardens - Peter Walker; Lutsko Associates; Mark Rios; Ken Smith; Walter Hood; Martha Schwartz; Andy Cao; Mario Schjetnan; Pamela Burton - LAND Online (ASLA)

A green roof for a healthy city: A downtown resident has put a garden on top of his garage, joining a growing trend...to green the rooftops of Toronto. - Monica Kuhn; Gardens in the Sky; Green Roofs for Healthy Cities - Globe and Mail (Canada)

Painting In Three Dimensions: Frank Gehry tries not to dwell on things he could have done differently...the finds such woulda-coulda-shoulda thinking a waste of time and energy. - Investor's Business Daily
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